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Analysis of a Sample of RC Catalog Objets in the Region Overlapping with
the Areas Covered by FIRST and SDSS Surveys. II: Optial Identiation with
the SDSS Survey and USNO-B1 and 2MASS Catalogs
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Speial Astrophysial Observatory of the Russian AS, Nizhnij Arkhyz 369167, Russia
We report the results of optial identiation of a sample of RC atalog radio soures with
the FIRST and SDSS surveys. For 320 soures identied with NVSS and FIRST objets we
perform optial identiation with the SDSS survey. When seleting optial andidates we
make maximum use of the information about the struture of radio soures as provided by
the FIRST survey images. We nd optial andidates for about 80% of all radio soures.
1. INTRODUCTION
Powerful radio galaxies an be observed al-
most at any osmologial distane, however, their
host galaxies are often optially faint. Muh
observational time is needed to identify a ra-
dio soure and nd the redshift of its host
galaxy. The history of the identiation of the
3CR atalog of bright radio soures (ν=187MHz,
Slim=5Jy) [1, 2℄ serves to illustrate this point.
The limiting magnitude of the Palomar Obser-
vatory Sky Survey (POSS) of about 20.5m for E
plates, proved to be suient to allow the identi-
ation of 65% of all radio soures of the atalog,
whereas it took almost three deades to identify
the remaining 35% [38℄. The number of opti-
ally identied radio soures rapidly dereases
at lower uxes. For example, the fration of
POSS identiations for B2 survey (ν=408MHz,
Slim = 250mJy) is equal to 38% [9℄, whereas
the orresponding fration for deeper the First
(ν= 610MHz, Slim ∼ 20mJy) and the Seond
(ν=1415MHz, Slim ∼ 7mJy) Westerbork sur-
veys is even lower, of about 20% [10℄.
The eld of view of a large telesope does
not exeed 10′ − 20′, making the task of nding
enough referene stars for the astrometri ali-
bration problemati at the times before the re-
lease of the APM [11℄, USNO [12℄, and GSC [13℄
atalogs. For this reason, seondary astrometri
standards had to be used in the elds studied.
Extended radio soures with omplex stru-
ture are identied using omposite images made
up of optial and radio frames. A reliable hoie
of the optial andidate requires aurate oor-
dinate alibration (to within 1′′), high-resolution
radio images (e.g., like those of the FIRST sur-
vey with an angular resolution of 5.4
′′
), and deep
diret optial images (with an R-band limiting
magnitude of 23m24.5m) with the astrometri
alibration auray at least as good as that of
the radio image. If even after this proedure
there remain several optial andidates, addi-
tional information, e.g., broad-band photometry,
2an be used to pik up the right one. However,
only spetrosopi observations allow the host
galaxy of the radio soure to be reliably iden-
tied.
In early 1980s a deep survey was arried
out with the RATAN-600 within a 20′-wide
sky strip entered at the delination of SS433
(δ1950.0 = +4
◦54′). The survey angular res-
olution at 3.94GHz (λ=7.6 m) was equal to
∆α ∼ 1′. The RC atalog ompiled based on
the observation data of this survey has a o-
ordinate auray of 5′′ × 45′′ in right asen-
sion and delination, respetively [14, 15℄. The
faintest soures deteted have ux densities of
about 4mJy. The ompleteness of the atalog
is equal to 0.8 for soures with ux densities
S3.94GHz>7.5mJy within the ±5
′
strip about the
entral delination of the survey. The RC atalog
ontains a total of 1165 soures [16, 17℄.
A pilot program of optial identiation of
objets of the RC atalog was performed us-
ing the photographi data obtained in 19841989
with the 6-m telesope of the Speial Astrophys-
ial Observatory of the Russian Aademy of Si-
enes [18℄. It was followed by the identiation of
a 266-objet sample with the rened oordinates
based on the TXS atalog [19℄ via inspetion
of enlarged POSS prints [20, 21℄. Optial andi-
dates have been found for 72 (∼ 27%) of these
objets.
The next stage of the work involved the iden-
tiation of a sample of steep-spetrum radio
soures of the RC atalog on deep CCD im-
ages (mlimR ∼ 24
m
) taken with the 6-m telesope
within the framework of the Big Trio program
of the searh for distant radio galaxies [2224℄.
The astrometri alibration of small regions of
CCD frames (about 3′ × 3′) was based on se-
ondary standards whose oordinates were deter-
mined using POSS-I images [25℄ and APM and
GSC atalogs. Identiation was performed by
means of overlapping high-resolution VLA radio
images with optial images.
The release of the deep optial SDSS sky sur-
vey [26℄ and the FIRST radio survey [27℄ made
it possible to ontinue the identiation of RC
objets and rene the results of the identia-
tion of radio soures performed by Soboleva et
al. [20℄ and Flether et al. [21℄. About 50% of
FIRST radio soures are estimated to be identi-
ed down to the limiting magnitude of the SDSS
survey (mr = 22.6
m
), and we therefore believed
that at least the same fration of RC objets an
be identied with SDSS.
2. OPTICAL IDENTIFICATION
The RC atalog overlaps with the SDSS and
FIRST surveys in the right-asension interval
from 8h11m to 16h25m, whih inludes a total of
432 objets. A omparison of the images of the
NVSS survey [28℄ with angular resolution of 45′′
with the FIRST survey images with an angular
resolution of 5.4′′ shows that the latter should
be used for optial identiation, espeially in
ases where the orresponding NVSS objet is
3not a point soure (angular size exeeds 23′′) and
breaks into independent soures in the FIRST
images.
In omplex ases (multiomponent soures,
groups of independent radio soures, or several
optial andidates) detailed information about
the struture of the soure is required for opti-
al identiation. To establish the struture of
the radio soures aording to the FIRST survey
data in more detail, we not only drew the on-
tours using the Aladin appliation [29℄, but also
employed a software tool that draws ux density
isophotes in the areas studied without the loss of
angular resolution [30℄.
The struture of the radio soure orrelates
with the position of the host galaxy, and there-
fore not only on the oordinate oinidene, but
also on the morphologial type of the soure
should be taken into aount when hoosing the
optial andidate. We based our morphologial
lassiation of radio soures on a slightly modi-
ed variant of the sheme proposed by Lawrene
et al. [31℄. Our lassiation inludes the follow-
ing types:
• point radio soures (ore or C). The posi-
tions of their host galaxies most likely o-
inide with the ux density peak;
• soures with one-sided jets (ore-jet or
CJ). For suh soures, the position of the
optial andidate oinides with that of
the bright ompat omponent;
• soures with a bright ore and omponents
(ore-lobe or CL). In these soures inten-
sity of radio emission dereases from the
enter toward the periphery. The optial
andidate oinides with the peak of the
intensity distribution;
• double soures (double or D) and double
soures with double omponents (double-
double or DD). The optial andidate in
double radio soures is loated between
the omponents or oinides with the min-
imum of the intensity distribution between
the merging omponents;
• double soures with a ore (double-ore or
DC). A double soure with a faint ore lo-
ated between the omponents. The opti-
al andidate oinides with the ore;
• triple soures (T). The radio soure on-
sists of three omponents, where the ux
of the entral part is omparable to those
of the other two omponents. The optial
andidate oinides with the entral om-
ponent;
• multiple soures (M). These are multiom-
ponent soures with a struture that is dif-
ult to put into any of the above at-
egories. In this ase the position of the
optial andidate is not easy to deter-
mine and additional photometri or spe-
trosopi information is needed for a hoie
of the optial objets loated within the er-
ror box of the oordinate alibration.
4We lassied 320 soures in aordane with
this sheme. We then determined the position
of the optial andidate based on the morpho-
logial type of the soure. In a number of ases
its position with respet to the isophotes of the
radio image made it possible to rene the type
of the radio soure or identify the omponents
with individual radio soures. For example, if
eah of the omponents of the presumed double
soure had the size of about 2′′ and oinided
with a ertain optial objet, we regarded it as
two point soures, beause aidental oinidene
is highly unlikely due to the low surfae density
of the radio soures.
We took the following oordinates for a in-
tended optial andidate (hereafter referred to
as the enter of the radio soure):
• Fthe oordinates of the point soure or
of the soure with a well-dened ore as
listed in the FIRST atalog (213 soures);
• Nif the soure has two omponents with
dierent ux densities in the FIRST sur-
vey, whih onstitute a single objet in the
NVSS, we adopt the NVSS oordinates,
whih orrespond to the loation of the
enter of mass the radio soure, as the po-
sition of the optial objet (32 soures);
• Fmthe oordinates of the enter of the
double soure as measured by the ontour
map of the image in the FIRST survey (75
soures) in the following ases:
(1) if the image ontains a faint ore with
oordinates that are not listed in the
FIRST atalog,
(2) in the absene of a ore the presumed
position is determined by the on-
tours of the FIRST radio image.
We onsider the optial objet to be the most
likely andidate for identiation (+) if it was
loated (aording to the SDSS atalog) within
3σ of the enter of the radio soure, where σ is
the oordinate error. We onsider identiations
to be doubtful (?) in the following ases:
• if the objet is a point soure and the pos-
sible optial ounterpart, albeit lose, lies
beyond 3σ from the enter of the radio
soure;
• if there are two optial objets in the viin-
ity of the expeted loation of the optial
andidate;
• if the soure is double, the position of its
ore is unertain, and the optial objet is
oset from the line onneting the bright-
ness maxima of the lobes;
• if it is diult to make any denitive on-
lusions about the struture of the radio
soure based on the FIRST radio map
(whether it should be viewed as a mul-
tiomponent radio soure or several inde-
pendent radio soures).
The average oordinate error of the FIRST
survey is 0.5′′, amounting to 1′′ for S1.4GHz ∼
51mJy soures. The auray of the radio oordi-
nates is better than 1
′′
for NVSS survey soures
with ux densities S1.4GHz>15mJy. We estimate
the oordinate auray for the objets with the
entral part of the radio soure identied using
method Fm or N to be 1
′′
, and that for the
objets with the entral part of the radio soure
identied using method F to be 0.5′′. In the sky
area studied the average density of SDSS objets
(for mlimr = 22.6
m
) is about 0.0020/′′. The a-
uray of the oordinate alibration of SDSS is
about 0.1′′.
We use these values to ompute the normal-
ized distane D between the optial andidate
and the enter of the radio soure:
D =
√
∆α2
σ2α
+
∆δ2
σ2δ
, where σ2α = σ
2
αrad
+ σ2αopt
and σ2δ = σ
2
δrad
+ σ2δopt .
We use the maximum-likelihood ratio LR1 as
the eetive estimate for the reliability of iden-
tiation. We ompute LR for point soures by
the following formula:
LR(D) =
1
2λ
e
D2
2
(2λ−1)
, where λ = piσασδρ
and ρ is the number of objets per square arse-
ond.
The above formula an be used to ompute
LR if the position of the host galaxy an be reli-
ably found from the struture of the radio soure,
1
See [32℄ for a detailed desription of the proedure em-
ployed to ompute the probability, reliability, and om-
pleteness of optial identiation for point and double
radio soures. We adopted the above formulae from
that paper.
whih is the ase for the CJ, CL, DC, and T types
desribed above (65% of all soures in our sam-
ple). We also use this formula to ompute the
LR values for double radio soures in the ases
where the supposed position of the ore an be re-
liably determined from the struture of the om-
ponents. This is true for almost 2/3 of all double
soures in our sample.
An empirial relation between the reliabil-
ity and ompleteness of identiation for radio
soures [32℄ as a funtion of LR determines the
uto value (LRcutoff ), whih separates identi-
ation from eventual hane oinidene with
bakground objets.
The radio soures for whih the optial an-
didates have been found an be subdivided into
the following three groups by the morphologial
type and enter of the radio soure:
• point soures (C),
• soures where the peak of radio emission
oinides with the optial objet (CL, CJ,
DC, and T), and
• double radio soures (D and DD), where
the supposed position of the optial objet
was determined based on the shape of the
isophotes of the radio image and not by the
oordinates listed in the FIRST atalog.
The uto levels of the maximum-likelihood ra-
tios, LRcutoff , and the orresponding osets
drad−opt between the optial and radio oordi-
nates proved to be more or less the same for all
6the three groups (see Table 1), thereby lending
a ertain support to our proposed proedure of
searhing for optial andidates.
We use the omputed LR ratios for the optial
andidates and the LRcutoff values as a testing
riterion in the seletion of the most likely iden-
tiation. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the
osets between the radio and optial oordinates
for the + and ? optial andidates.
There are gaps in the equatorial area of the
SDSS survey. Inside these gaps we searhed
for optial andidates of radio soures in the
USNO-B1 atalog and identied one soure
(RC J1623+0446) in suh a way.
We found another soure (RC J1052+0458) to
have an optial andidate in the SDSS images,
but lak the data in the SDSS database. This
objet is listed in the USNO-B1 (R2 = 19.45m)
and 2MASS atalogs [33℄ (K = 14.99m).
Below we give a few examples of the identi-
ation of radio soures and the reasoning used to
selet the optial andidates.
We found two optial andidates for the
RC J1257+0458 soure: a galaxy (SDSS type
GALAXY) and a starlike objet (STAR). By
its u, g, r, i, and z-band magnitudes the lat-
ter looks more like a star rather than a quasar
(quasars, too, are lassied as STAR). We hose
the galaxy as the optial andidate.
In the rst our paper [34℄ dediated to the
identiation of the RC atalog with the VLSS,
TXS, NVSS, FIRST, and GB6 radio atalogs we
give an identiation for the double radio soure
RC J0815+0453. It is evident from the radio
isophotes that RC J0815+0453 has a well-dened
ore, whih exatly oinides with the galaxy and
hene the latter is the true optial identiation
rather than the fainter objet loated preisely
on the line onneting the intensity maxima of
the radio soure lobes. There is yet another
faint FIRST J081521.3+045339 radio soure
(Speak1.4GHz=2.67mJy) near RC J0815+0453. Both
radio soures are identied with elliptial galax-
ies with pratially the same photometri red-
shifts. Thus, aording to SDSS data, the
photometri redshift of the host galaxy of the
fainter radio soure is Zphot1 = 0.0933 ± 0.0049
(based on the approximation by pattern spe-
tra [35℄) and Zphot2 = 0.0697 ± 0.0142 (neural-
network method [36℄). The orresponding
photometri redshift estimates for the seond
galaxy are Zphot1 = 0.1235 ± 0.0052 and
Zphot2 = 0.0694 ± 0.0149, respetively. It seems
fair to supposealthough this requires further
studiesthat the two soures form a lose, pos-
sibly an interating, pair of radio galaxies.
The identiation of RC J0916+0441 required
a detailed information on its struture. Thus one
might onlude, based on the isophotes of the
FIRST survey image produed by Aladin appli-
ation, that RC J0916+0441 should be a blend
of two independent radio souresthe Northern
soure onsisting of two objets of the FIRST
atalog and the Southern soure onsisting of
four soures of the FIRST atalog. However,
the isophotes drawn with angular resolution pre-
7served (we use the software servie [30℄ to this
end) allowed us to understand the struture of
the soure. It proved to be an objet of morpho-
logial type ore-lobe with the ore oinident
with a galaxy (see Fig. 2).
We show our next example in Fig. 3. Here
RC J0952+0453 is loated between the ompo-
nents of a double NVSS soure, loser to the
brighter omponent. It is evident from the shape
of their isophotes as shown on the FIRST on-
tour map that the soure omponents are unon-
neted, their orientation is not oaxial, and eah
omponent an be identied with a separate op-
tial objet. The RC J0952+0453 soure is thus
a blend of two independent radio soures.
In similar ases, where the size of the beam
of RATAN-600 does not make it possible to re-
solve lose radio soures, we assumed the bright-
est omponent to be the main ontributor to the
RC atalog soure and then proeeded to its op-
tial identiation.
3. RESULTS OF IDENTIFICATION
In our rst paper [34℄ we identied 320 of a
total of 432 soures of the RC atalog loated
inside the area of intersetion of the SDSS and
FIRST surveys. A visual inspetion of SDSS im-
ages superimposed on FIRST ontour maps us-
ing rened oordinates allowed us to nd bona
de (+) optial andidates for 227 (71%) of
the radio soures; likely (?) optial andidates
for 25 (8%) of the radio soures, with no optial
andidates to be found for 68 (21%) of all radio
soures.
The area onsidered ontains 36 objets of the
sample of RC soures with steep spetra (SS). We
earlier identied 35 soures using the 6-m tele-
sope CCD images within the framework of the
Big Trio program. For 10 of these objets we
found no optial andidates in the SDSS survey.
Optial andidates (+ and ?) were
found for 264 (82%) radio soures out of 320
objets. These inlude the SS sample and
MG J1131+0456
2
. Note that the summary sta-
tistial data below does not inlude the 11 ob-
jets identied using deeper images.
Of all the radio soures identied with SDSS,
89 are stellar objets (STAR), 158 are galaxies
(GALAXY), and six faint objets are lassied
as UNKNOWN in the SDSS database. Stellar
objets are generally brighter (see Fig. 4) and
bluer than galaxies.
Table 2 lists the results of identiation of
radio soures for dierent types of optial an-
didates depending on the α1.4−4.85GHz spetral
index. We found the soures most diult to
identify to be those with ultrasteep spetra and
faint objets laking the spetral-index estimates
(about 35%). The fration of unidentied objets
with inverse, at, and steep spetra is equal to
1617%. The fration of steep and ultrasteep
2
The RC J1131+0455 soure turned out to be the grav-
itational lens MG J1131+0456, whih was earlier iden-
tied by Hewitt et al. [37℄, Tonry et al. [38℄, and
Kohanek et al. [39℄ using deeper images than those
provided by SDSS.
8Figure 1. Distribution of the oset between the radio and optial oordinates for RC objets. The blak
dots and irles orrespond to bona de (+) and likely (?) optial identiations, respetively. The soure
oordinate dierenes in right asension and delination are plotted along the x- and y-axis, respetively.
The inner and outer irles are the boundaries of the oordinate-oset domains orresponding to LRcutoff
for point soures and soures with a ore, respetively.
spetra is higher among the radio soures iden-
tied with galaxies than among those identied
with starlike objets.
Table 3 lists the results of identiation of 318
objets
3
depending on the morphologial type of
3
There are only two faint diuse objets among the 320
radio soures, and these ome from the NVSS survey.
These soures are absent on the FIRST survey maps
and hene annot be identied.
the radio soure. Note that double soures (D,
DC, DD) were identied mostly with galaxies.
The highest rate of failed identiations is among
the point soures (C). The fration of suess-
ful identiations for CJ, CL, and DC-type ob-
jets is higher and their optial ounterparts are
brighter than in ase of point and double radio
soures, and there must be more nearby objets
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Figure 2. A omposite optial (SDSS) and radio (FIRST) image of the RC J0916+0441 radio soure. The
isophotes drawn preserving the angular resolution show that both the Northern and Southern soures are
omponents of a single ore-lobe type radio soure. The arrow indiates the position of the host galaxy.
among the CJ, CL, and DC-type soures. Dis-
tant objets must make up a signiant fration
of unidentied double (D) and point (C) radio
soures.
3.1. Comparison of Two
Flux-Density-Complete Samples
In our rst paper [34℄ we ompare the proper-
ties of radio soures in two ux-density-omplete
samples of the RC atalog in the entral part
of the Cold survey. One of the samples in-
ludes 130 soures loated within the ∆H ≤ |5′|
strip about the enter of the beam and with ux
densities S3.9GHz ≥ 11mJy. The seond sam-
ple ontains 117 soures with ∆H ≤ |10′| and
S3.9GHz ≥ 30 mJy. These samples partially over-
lap in terms of objets. For the sake of brevity,
hereafter we refer to the rst and seond samples
as 1S and 2S, respetively.
Table 4 lists the omparative results of their
optial identiation. The fration of unidenti-
ed radio soures is the same in both samples.
We subdivided eah sample into two
groups by their 1.44.85GHz spetral indies.
One group inludes objets with at spetra
(α < 0.5), and the other, soures with steep
(α ≥ 0.5) spetra. We then ompared the results
of identiation (see Tables 5 and 6). In both
samples soures with at spetra are more
10
Table 1. The quantities that haraterize the reliability of optial identiation for objets of various types: the
mean, root-mean-square deviation and median of the separation between the optial andidate and the radio
soure; the uto maximum-likelihood ratio, and the orresponding uto searh radius. No data are available for
four radio soures (two multiomponent objets and two objets without FIRST survey maps)
Type Nobj φ = N+/Nobj ∆d
mean
rad−opt, σ∆drad−opt , ∆d
med
rad−opt, LRcutoff ∆d
cutoff
rad−opt,
arse arse arse arse
C 124 (39%) 0.64 0.94 1.30 0.47 1.79 1.88
D, DD 108 (34%) 0.72 1.43 0.87 1.26 1.93 3.49
DC, CJ, CL, T 84 (26%) 0.76 1.44 2.16 0.75 1.41 3.58
52.0 9:52:50.0 48.0 46.0 44.0 42.0 40.0
55:00.0
30.0
4:54:00.0
30.0
53:00.0
30.0
52:00.0
R.A.2000
D
EC
.2
00
0
Figure 3. The RC J0952+0453 soure is loated between the two omponents of an NVSS soure
(indiated by thinner ontours). The higher angular resolution of the FIRST survey allows RC J0952+0453
to be resolved into two separate radio soures, beause the isophote ontours are unonneted, the
orientations of the major axes do not oinide, and eah of the omponents of the radio soure is identied
with a separate optial objet.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the r-band magnitudes of optial objets identied with the RC atalog radio
soures. The distributions for galaxies and stellar objets are shown by gray and blak olor, respetively.
Table 2. Results of identiation depending on the α1.4− 4.85GHz spetral index of the radio soure (S ∼ ν
−α
) for
galaxies (GALAXY), stellar objets (STAR), objets of unknown type (UNKNOWN), and unidentied soures
(Empty Field or EF)
Type of identiation I (α < −0.1) F (−0.1 ≥ α < 0.5) S (0.5 ≥ α < 1) U (α ≥ 1) Data unavailable
(29) (77) (142) (31) (41)
GALAXY (157) 10 26 86 14 21
STAR (88) 14 36 28 5 6
EF (68) 5 12 25 11 14
UNKNOWN (6)  2 3 1 
ompat in terms of their angular sizes both
in the optial domain and at radio frequenies.
The soures with steep spetra are most often
identied with galaxies both in the rst and
seond samples. The fration of identiations
with starlike objets is higher for soures with
at spetra, and, moreover, the number of
suh objets is almost twie higher than that
of galaxies in the brighter 2S sample. Starlike
objets with at spetra form a separate group,
beause they dier from other objets in both
samples by their olor indies.
Our two samples are, aording to reent
radio-soure ounts, dominated by radio-loud
AGNs. Thus most of the soures with ux den-
sities S1.4GHz ≥ 100mJy are radio-loud AGNs
with radio luminosities above 2 × 1025WHz−1
[40℄, i.e., FR II-type soures [41℄, whereas fainter
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Table 3. Results of the optial identiation of the objets of the RC atalog for radio soures of dierent
morphologial types. The ounts do not inlude four soures: two multiomponent objets, whih we ould not
attribute to any of the types mentioned below, and another two soures absent in the FIRST survey. We give the
median values for LAS and mr
Type Nobj LAS, + ? EF STELLAR m
stellar
r , GALAXY m
galaxy
r , UNKNOWN
arse mag mag
C 123 1.4 78 10 35 39 20.23 45 21.04 4
CL 17 11.0 6  1 6 19.64 9 16.00 
CJ 28 6.4 22 3 3 14 20.33 11 20.61 
T 19 34.9 17  2 6 18.75 10 17.78 1
D, DC, DD 129 17.5 93 11 25 22 19.75 81 21.30 1
Table 4. Results of optial identiation of two ux-density-omplete samples (1S and 2S) in the entral part of
the Cold survey
Sample + ? EF GALAXY STAR UNKNOWN
1S (106) 90 (70%) 16 (12%) 24 (18%) 68 (64%) 36 (34%) 2 (2%)
2S (96) 84 (72%) 12 (10%) 21 (18%) 59 (61%) 35 (36%) 2 (2%)
objets (1 < S1.4GHz ≤ 100mJy) are dominated
by FR I-type radio soures with luminosities be-
low the given limit [42℄. The subsample of iden-
tied radio soures maintains the same galaxy-
to-starlike objet ratio (of about 2 : 1), despite
the fat that the 1S sample is deeper in ux den-
sity terms than the 2S sample. We assume that
the overwhelming majority of starlike objets are
quasars as photometri and spetrosopi SDSS
data suggest.
3.2. Redshifts of Radio Soures
Spetrosopi data are available in SDSS for
58 radio soures of our identiation list. These
are 28 quasars and 30 galaxies. We found the ra-
dio soures identied with galaxies to be rather
nearby objets with the median redshift and
magnitude of Zmediangalaxy = 0.20 and m
median
r =
18.7m, respetively, whereas those identied with
quasars to be distant soures (Zmedianqsr = 1.76).
The latter are brighter than galaxies by almost
one magnitude (mmedianr = 17.1
m
). These very
objets are in the group of ompat radio soures
with at spetra, whih we pointed out above.
The most distant of the identied radio soures
are quasars with redshifts Z > 1.7; they have at
or inverse radio spetra. These are point radio
soures (C) with angular sizes LAS ∼ 2′′, whih
are unresolvable in the FIRST survey.
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Table 5. Results of optial identiation of two ux-density-omplete samples (1S and 2S) for at- and
steep-spetrum soures (in dierent intervals of α1.4−4.85 GHz indies)
Sample/ Fration, Smed1.4 GHz , S
med
4.85 GHz, EF, STELLAR, GALAXY, UNKNOWN,
Nobj % mJy mJy % % % %
1S (α<0.5) 37 32.7 18 19 33 46 2
48
1S (α ≥ 0.5) 63 82.3 30 18 25 56 1
82
2S (α<0.5) 28 52.5 46 12 52 33 3
33
2S (α ≥ 0.5) 72 146.5 55 20 21 69 1
84
Table 6. Results of optial identiation of two ux-density-omplete samples (1S and 2S) depending on the
lassiation of objets (G  GALAXY; S  STAR) and spetral index. The olumns give the median values
Sample Type, S4.85GHz, LAS, α Sizeopt, mu, mg, mr, mi, mz,
% mJy arse arse mag mag mag mag mag
1S G (46) 18 2.98 0.19 1.91 22.42 21.12 20.04 19.48 19.14
(α < 0.5) S (33) 18 2.24 0.24 1.29 21.03 20.69 20.28 19.82 19.83
1S G (56) 33 16.6 0.80 2.42 22.66 22.45 21.17 20.23 19.31
(α ≥ 0.5) S (24) 30 9.7 0.67 1.27 20.56 20.03 19.51 19.41 19.39
2S G (33) 51 1.72 0.25 1.72 22.85 19.72 18.49 18.10 17.93
(α < 0.5) S (52) 62 2.24 0.13 1.21 21.14 20.38 19.98 19.75 19.39
2S G (57) 55 15.0 0.84 2.06 22.73 22.77 21.51 20.34 20.04
(α ≥ 0.5) S (21) 79 6.41 0.78 1.31 22.16 20.24 20.13 19.36 19.20
We gathered the data on the redshifts and
apparent magnitudes of the RC atalog radio
soures studied inluding the SS sample to an-
alyze the redshiftmR relation (see Fig. 5). The
plot is based on the data for 151 radio soures
of the RC atalog: 109 galaxies and 42 quasars.
These inlude the 58 mentioned above objets,
72 soures of the SS sample of the RC ata-
log with the redshifts measured at the 6-m tele-
sope [23, 4346℄, and 21 galaxies from among
the objets identied as a result of this work. For
the latter we use the photometri redshifts from
the SDSS database [35℄, beause the photomet-
ri redshifts in the Zphot < 0.5 − 0.6 interval for
galaxies with mr < 20
m
and with redshift errors
errZphot < 0.02 − 0.03 agree well with the empiri-
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al ZR distribution for objets with known spe-
trosopi Z.
The redshiftmagnitude relation
4
for radio
galaxies shows up onspiuously out to Z ∼ 1
and persists at greater redshifts, whereas quasars
exhibit no suh relation. The ZR diagram for
radio galaxies at Z ≥ 1.5 forms two branhes,
whih are possibly due to two groups of radio
galaxies with dierent luminosities.
4. COMPARISON OF TWO-FREQUENCY
SPECTRAL INDICES OF RADIO
GALAXIES
In the last two deades deep enough all-sky
radio surveys have been onduted at various fre-
quenies. It goes without saying that the radio
loud objets at large redshifts deteted in these
surveys remain unidentied due to the lak of
eient methods of seleting andidate ounter-
parts for deep objets. The use of multifrequeny
radio data may help to rene the radio-soure
seletion riteria aimed at deteting distant ob-
jets.
Our list of 143 suiently bright soures
5
on-
tains the data in the 744850MHz frequeny in-
terval given from the VLSS, TXS, NVSS, and
GB6 atalogs. We estimate the ux densities of
some of the objets by analyzing their images in
4
We transform mr into mRc by the formula from Jordi
et al. [47℄.
5
We give for these soures the median
ux densities at the following frequen-
ies: S74MHz=1070mJy, S365MHz=450mJy,
S1.4GHz=75mJy, S4.85GHz=41mJy.
the VLSS and GB6 surveys with the allowane
for the oordinate dependent limiting sensitivity
of the maps.
We ompare the two-frequeny spetral in-
dies of these soures and those of the radio
galaxies with Z > 3 known from the literature.
We took the redshifts of 33 radio galaxies with
Z > 3 and the ux densities at 74 and 365MHz,
1.4 and 4.85GHz from [45℄, the list of powerful
radio galaxies given by Miley and De Breuk [48℄,
and from the NED and Vizier databases.
We ompare the α74−365MHz and
α365−1400MHz; α365−1400MHz and α1.4−4.85GHz,
as well as α74−365MHz and α1.4−4.85GHz spetral
indies for the RC-atalog radio soures and
radio galaxies with redshifts Z > 3 studied in
this paper. Figure 6 shows by way of an example
a omparison of spetral indies. Two-frequeny
spetral indies for radio galaxies with large
redshifts dier from the orresponding indies
for most of our soures. Thus radio galaxies
with Z > 3 fall within the region determined by
the following onstraints on spetral indies:
• α74−365MHz > 0.5;
• α365−1400MHz > 0.9;
• α1.4−4.85GHz > 0.7.
We seleted from our list 18 radio soures
with spetral indies fall within the same area
as the spetral indies of galaxies with large
redshifts. Thirteen of these soures appear
in the SS sample of the RC atalog. Nine of
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these 18 soures have their redshifts measured
by the spetrosopi data obtained with the
6-m telesope of the Speial Astrophysial
Observatory of the Russian Aademy of Si-
enes [46℄. Their median magnitudes, angular
sizes, and redshifts are equal to mR = 22.6
m
,
LAS = 20.1′′, and Z=0.82, respetively. No
redshifts are known for the remaining nine
objets, whih are fainter than mmedianR = 23.4
m
and have smaller angular sizes (LASmedian =
7.6′′): RC J0820+0454, RC J0945+0454,
RC J1347+0441, RC J1439+0455 (these
soures are in the SS sample of the RC ata-
log) and RC J1251+0446, RC J1357+0507,
RC 1434+0445, RC J1456+0456, and
RC J1607+0438. The empirial ZR rela-
tion for the RC atalog (Fig. 5) allows the
redshifts of these objets to be estimated as
Z ≥ 1.5. Their small angular sizes are onsistent
with this estimate, however, only spetrosopi
observations may nally onrm our hypotheses.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The software for the analysis and visualiza-
tion of observational data developed in the past
deade, and free aess to modern surveys oer
new, hitherto unavailable opportunities for the
study of elestial objets. A the same time, the
new tools impose new requirements both on the
formulation of the problems and on the meth-
ods of investigation, whih in tehnologial solu-
tions are inreasingly dependent on information
tehnologies and, rst and foremost, on database
management systems and web servies.
Mass identiation of soures from various
surveys and atalogs is of real interest for the
astronomers. Automating the identiation pro-
ess by using already operational virtual obser-
vatory web servies, whih appears to be rather
easy to implement, is still far from perfet. This
espeially onerns the radio data beause of the
wide range of angular resolution, limiting sensi-
tivity, oordinate auray of the atalogs, and
the nature of radio soures.
The oordinate auray of the NVSS and
FIRST surveys allows them to be automatially
ross-identied with optial surveys. A num-
ber of authors report the results of identiation
with the APM [49℄ and SDSS [50℄ optial sur-
veys. The resulting rate of suessful identia-
tions is rather low. It was equal to 24% and 27%
in the former and latter ases, respetively. If
the oordinate auray of the atalog is lower
than that of the NVSS and SDSS surveys, as,
e.g., in GB6, the rate of suessful identiations
is even lowerof about 0.2% [51℄. The number
of FIRST soures identied with SDSS is about
3040% of all objets in the atalog. These are
single-omponent soures with the oset between
the optial and radio oordinates no greater than
2′′.
Cross-identiation servies operate by the
simple algorithm searhing for the nearest ob-
jet to the enter of the given region. This
algorithm eiently identies single-omponent
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Figure 5. The mR magnituderedshift relation for the radio soures of the RC atalog. The diamond signs
and irles orrespond to the galaxies and quasars, respetively (the lled diamond signs and irles indiate
the redshifts Z measured at the 6-m telesope, and the redshifts of the objets shown by other symbols are
adopted from the SDSS database).
radio soures, but handles poorly soures with
more omplex struture. The eieny of opti-
al identiation of radio soures delivered by the
existing ross-identiation algorithms does not
exeed 30%.
We deided to analyze the RC-atalog sam-
ple in order to understand to whih extent auto-
mati identiation of radio soures an be per-
formed in ase where the angular resolution and
oordinate auray of the atalog are insuient
for optial identiation, what fration of soures
an be identied, and to nd out the problems
and restritions of suh a proedure.
Due to the insuient oordinate auray of
the RC atalog the proedure of identiation of
the sample in the area overlapping with the SDSS
and FIRST surveys onsists of two stages. We
rst rened the oordinates of the radio soures
of the atalog by ross-identifying them with the
soures in other radio atalogs with better oor-
dinate auray (mostly NVSS, whih we used
as our referene atalog). In the doubtful ases
we used not only the data from the atalogs, but
also the images provided in the radio surveys. We
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Figure 6. Comparison of two-frequeny spetral indies α365−1400MHz (TN) and α1.4−4.85GHz (NG) for
143 bright soures from the list studied (lled irles) and for known distant radio galaxies with Z > 3 (open
irles). Also shown is the equal-index line. The arrow indiates the most distant known radio galaxy
(Z = 5.2).
performed optial identiation using rened ra-
dio oordinates and ontour radio maps based on
the FIRST survey images. We rened the las-
siation of soures for it to inlude seven types,
beause we onluded that the lassiation in-
luding FRI, FRII, and point soures failed to
fully reet the strutural variety of the soures
of the FIRST survey.
We identied 320 radio soures of the RC at-
alog with soures from other radio atalogs and
with optial objets. We measured the angular
sizes of these objets and ounted the number
of their omponents listed in the FIRST ata-
log. We found the ratio of the radio soures with
one-, two, three-, and four or more omponents
to be of about 10:5:2:1.
It follows from these ounts that simple ross-
identiation algorithms (based on the nearest
neighbor searh) are the most eient ones for
single-omponent soures (56% of the list) pro-
vided the optial survey is deep enough. The al-
gorithms must be modied if they are going to be
used for identifying double soures, whih make
up for about one third of the list. One fth of
the list an be identied by inspeting optial and
radio images or by applying ross-identiation
algorithms involving elements of pattern reog-
nition. We identied our sample with SDSS and
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found optial andidates for about 75% of single-
omponent soures, whih make up for 33% of
the entire list.
Cross-identiation depends essentially on
the adopted searh radius, whih is a parameter
haraterizing the two atalogs ompared. Thus
the optimum searh radius for FIRST and SDSS
atalogs for single-omponent soures is 2′′. Iden-
tiation is unlikely if the the separation between
the radio soure and optial objet is greater than
this radius.
We ompared the threshold values for the
maximum-likelihood ratio funtions for three
groups of soures in our samplepoint, double,
and non-point soures with the oinident po-
sitions of the optial objet and radio-emission
peak, to obtain our own estimate for the searh
region for optial objets in the FIRST survey.
The searh radius for point soures is of about
1.9′′, whih almost oinides with the searh ra-
dius for FIRST and SDSS mentioned above. The
searh radius for non-point and double soures is
of about 3.6′′ if the searh region enter is set to
oinide with the enter of the radio soure as we
dene it in our rst paper [34℄.
We found andidate optial identiations for
almost 80% of the radio soures of the list studied
and no andidates for the remaining 20% of the
soures, i.e., optial objets proved to be fainter
than the limiting magnitude of the SDSS survey
(r = 22.6m). The galaxy-to-starlike objet ratio
among identied soures is of about 2 : 1, and
starlike objets are most probably quasars judg-
ing by the photometri and spetrosopi SDSS
data.
The distribution of the results of identia-
tions by morphologial type of the radio soure
is suh that most of the optial andidates have
been found for CJ, CL, and T-type soures;
smaller amount of optial andidates ould be
found for double radio soures, and even less
for point soures. Double soures are mostly
identied with galaxies. CL and T-type soures
are identied with brighter optial objets than
CJ-type, double, and point radio soures. A
large fration of radio soures identied with
galaxies have steep and ultrasteep spetra in
the 1.44.85GHz frequeny interval ompared to
starlike objets, however, the fration of objets
with steep and ultrasteep spetra is even higher
among the radio soures in empty elds. Some
of the unidentied point soures and objets with
ultrasteep spetra in the 1.44.85GHz frequeny
interval may have large Z.
The struture of a radio soure may bear in-
formation about reurrent phases of its ativ-
ity in the host galaxy. Suh systems inlude
winged or X-shaped radio soures [52, 53℄,
double-double radio galaxies [54℄, and triple
soures (T) with two omponents straddling rel-
atively bright, unresolved ores [55℄. Aording
to FIRST survey maps, about 12 − 17% of the
radio soures of the sample studied an be las-
sied as X-shaped, double-double, or triple,
i.e., as soures with reurrent ativity phases.
We analyzed the physial parameters of the
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identied radio soures by omparing two ux-
density-omplete samples from the entral part
of the survey [34℄: one with Slim3.9MHz ≥ 10mJy
and another with Slim3.9MHz ≥ 30mJy. We found
the fration of unidentied radio soures to be
the same in both samples, and the galaxy-to-
starlike objet ratio to be the same (of about 2:1)
in both subsamples of identied soures. How-
ever, the two samples dier in the fration of
soures with at and steep spetra. The deeper
sample ontains more objets with at and in-
verse spetra and less objets with steep and ul-
trasteep spetra.
In both samples soures with at spetra are
more ompat in terms of angular size both
on optial and radio images. Steep-spetrum
soures are more often identied with galaxies,
and at-spetrum soureswith starlike objets.
Note that in the 2S sample the number of iden-
tiations of at-spetrum soures with starlike
objets is almost twie the number of identi-
ations with galaxies. In both samples starlike
objets with at spetra dier in olor from the
galaxies with at spetra, whereas no suh dier-
enes are observed for soures with steep spetra.
Optial identiation with SDSS re-
vealed a group of nearby radio galaxies with
Zmediansp =0.20 and m
median
r = 18.7
m
and a
group of rather distant radio-loud quasars with
Zmediansp =1.76, m
median
r = 17.1
m
. Note that
quasars with Z > 1.7 are point soures with
angular sizes LASmedian ∼ 2′′. Quasars have at
and inverse radio spetra and, possibly, make up
the above-mentioned group of radio soures with
at spetra and with a spetral distribution that
is dierent from that of other soures.
The steepness of the spetrum of a radio
soure from low to high frequenies is widely used
as a riterion for seleting possible distant ob-
jets. We ompared the spetral indies for the
soures in our list, for those with the data at 74,
365MHz and 1.4, 4.85GHz are available, with 33
known radio galaxies with Z > 3. We found that
distant objets oupy a ertain region of index
values on two-frequeny indies plots. We se-
leted from the list studied the radio soures with
spetral indies fall within the same region as
the spetral indies of galaxies at large redshifts.
Two thirds of these soures belong to the SS sam-
ple of the RC atalog and most of them have their
redshifts measured (Zmedian=0.82) [46℄, whereas
objets with unknown Z are fainter and have
smaller angular sizes. The last group in terms of
apparent magnitude oupies the domain of RC
atalog soures with Z ≥ 1.5 on the ZR diagram
(Fig. 5), i.e., these objets are most likely rather
distant galaxies. A omparison of the spetral
indies of the soures studied with those of dis-
tant galaxies led us to onlude that the shape of
the radio spetrum in the 744850MHz interval
provides additional information that may help to
rene the hoie of andidate distant objets.
The tables with the results of the opti-
al ross-identiation of 320 radio soures
of the RC atalog with SDSS, USNO-B1,
and 2MASS are available in eletroni
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form along with their desription from
http://www.sao.ru/hq/zhe/RCoiRes.html.
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